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core memoryPLANES

Fabri-Tek manufactures the “heart” of

the computer — its core memory. For

those companies which 1 fabricate their

own memory systems, Fabri-Tek pro-

vides memory planes and stacks of every

description.

Core memory planes are manufactured

with either printed circuit frames or ex-

tended-pin contacts. Planes are available

in the standard bit increments of 4,096 to

16,384 cores per frame, or in special ca-

pacities. Every core size and type is avail-
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. . and STACKS

able to suit specific design requirements.

Fabri-Tek also supplies magnetic-film
planes and stacks.

Core memory stacks to match any physi-

cal, environmental, or circuit requirement
are Fabri-Tek’s specialty. Fabri-Tek’s

temperature-controlled stacks have been
solving environmental problems with
maximum economy for a number of years.

Over 300 core memory stacks are shipped

per week, representing 20,000,000 bits of

information storage capacity.

Customer: Control
Data Corporation
128 x 64 x 12 capacity,

temperature
controlled stack for

Polaris program

Customer: Bunker-
Ramo Corporation
16,384 x 16 stack for

BR 133 computer

Customer: Honeywell
64 x 64 x 9 stack for

H-200 computer

Customer: General
Electric Company
2048 x 74 stack for

635 computer

Customer: Dynatronics
2048 x 19 stack for

simulator system

Customer: Honeywell
128 x 128 x 9 stack
for H-2200 computer



Series EVSA two-microsecond sys

term Meets most systems de-

signer’s needs for a field-proven

versatile memory.

Fabri-Tek designs and manufactures complete

memory systems ranging in speeds from 20 micro-

seconds down to 300 nanoseconds, full-cycle time.

Capacities are available up to 20-million bits or

more. Any word selection scheme or operational

mode can be ordered. All Fabri-Tek systems have

the option of exclusive self-checking features. Each
Fabri-Tek system design takes maximum advantage

of the latest component advances in all-silicon semi-

conductors, integrated circuits, and fast rise-time

transistors.

Series MF one-microsecond sys-

tem. All-silicon semiconductors.
Wide-operating margin reliability.

....and SYSTEMS
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Series MB five-microsecond sys-
tem. Used in many applications
where slower speeds are called
for.

SS*S8S j

Series MS all-silicon system
two-microsecond system for u
requiring the wider operat
ranges provided by silicon se
conductors.

Series MT mass c
The first practical

memory to offer ov
bit capacity with ec



Series ML Memories. These versatile systems use

integrated circuits and “big board” circuit design

for maximum economy, while maintaining standard

Fabri-Tek quality.

Series MC Memories. This is a compact, ruggedized

system for airborne, van-mounted, or other special

applications. A unique “sandwich” packaging per-

mits the designer to choose any capacity he needs

without extensive redesign costs.

Series ML Series MC

MAGNETIC-FILM Systems

Fabri-Tek’s FFM-202 Magnetic-Film Memory system is the first

300-nanosecond film memory offered commercially. It is now avail-

able in modular form to systems designers who wish to take

advantage of the field-proven Fabri-Tek designs in their own spe-

cial applications. The magnetic-film memory stack alone, the stack

with basic electronics, or the complete system are the three modular

levels available. By choosing the appropriate module for his require-

ment, an engineer can tailor-make a high-speed memory system at

optimum cost by avoiding much of the costly testing and circuit

design associated with building a reliable film memory system.



BI-TRAN SIX Computer Education System
Fabri-Tek has recently introduced to the educational

market the BI-TRAN SIX Computer Education
System. The central unit of this system is a modern,
inexpensive, general-purpose computer which is de-

signed exclusively for teaching purposes.

The BI-TRAN SIX system is used to teach the

fundamentals of computer science at any grade level from
secondary schools through college, and can be used in

vocational and military schools as well. Complete course

material for every grade level is available. Peripheral equip-

ment, also designed specifically to teach, makes the BI-

TRAN SIX system a complete instructional laboratory.
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Production.

The manufacture of core memories is a careful

combination of “hand made” skills and the latest

automation techniques. Highly specialized tooling

ranging from hundreds of jigs and fixtures through

completely automated testing and manufacturing

equipment has one single purpose — zero defects.

Left: Each of the millions of cores are meticulously wired, by hand.

Below: Memory cores are sintered in automatically-controlled

kilns. Sintered cores are each measured and electrically intero-

gated by a completely automatic handler.



Left: Automatic flow-soldering machine solders more than 100,000 connections

an hour.

Below: Memory plane for the Fabri-Tek 20-miMfon bit mass core memory is care-

fully assembled by hand soldering. Every process, whether it be completely by

hand or completely automated, has one ultimate objective - product integrity.



Quality Assurance

Quality assurance for an entire memory system begins

with cores. Every part up to and including the memory
system itself is tested 100%. Planes, stacks and sys-

tems receive 100% testing three times before being

shipped.

Below: Automated stack tester completely checks out a unit by sim-

ulating every extreme electrical condition to which it could be

subjected in an actual system.

Right: Semi-automatic core tester checks the quality of the 20-

million cores strung at Fabri-Tek every week. A single core can have

as many as three individual check-outs before it is wired into a stack.



NASA Soldering School

SS"'??
requires every employee who solders to graduate from its NASA-approved soldering school Only

50% of the students make the grade. The remainder are educated in other skills, but do not solder. Every
unit produced at Fabn-Tek, whether for aerospace or commercial use, has the same high quality.



One of the keys to Fabri-Tek’s remarkable

growth is its strong commitment to research

and development. One of the major areas

of research has been, and continues to be,

the deposition of films and their use in

magnetic-film memories. Materials research

is being heavily emphasized, as well as in-

vestigation of batch fabrication techniques.

Left: Magneto-optics and their effects are being studied

here with a Kerr-effect optical device.

Far right: Batch fabrication of magnetic-film substrates
to increase bit densities and to lower costs is under
constant investigation.

Right: Other means of deposition, such as electron-beam
bombardment “sputtering,” are being researched to add
to the present fund of knowledge available on memory
films.
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The advanced Product Development group has one

goal — to constantly improve speed, performance, and

reliability of Fabri-Tek’s magnetic memories.

Left: The Series MC compact memory undergoes complete environ-

mental testing to assure its meeting the most rigid military specifi-

cations.

Below: A “big board” magnetic-film system is fabricated to prove the

reliability and economy of this packaging technique.



Fabri-Tek’s major product area has been information

storage devices. The company has been careful to diver-

sify in only those product areas where maximum use
can be made of Fabri-Tek engineering and manufacturing
know-how. Such is the case in these tape punches (below)

being assembled for use with the BI-TRAN SIX Com-

puter Education System. Specifically designed as a teach-

ing unit, these tape punches have excellent potential in

other markets.

At the newly formed Instrumentation Division in Madi-
son, Wisconsin, production is beginning on a unique signal

analyzer for the research market. Again, Fabri-Tek’s

knowledge of memories and their application is put to

work in a new way.



JAMES W. SCHALLERER
Vice President

Director of Planning
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W. DEL CLINTON
Vice President
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ROBERT E. RIFE
Director of Marketing

DONALD D. HASELHORST
Vice President
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